We study relations between bosonic quadrature squeezing and atomic spin squeezing, and find that the latter reduces to the former in the limit of a large number of atoms for even and odd states. We demonstrate this reduction by treating even and odd spin coherent states, for which analytical solutions are readily obtained, and prove that even spin coherent states always exhibit spin squeezing, whereas odd spin coherent states do not, analogous to the squeezing characteristic of even and odd bosonic coherent states. Finally, we examine the squeezing transfer between photons and atoms via the Dicke Hamiltonian, where a perfect transfer of squeezing is demonstrated in the limit of a large number of atoms.
I. INTRODUCTION
The investigation of squeezed states of light ͓1͔ is of fundamental interest, and has applications to practical precision measurements ͓2,3͔. Recently, spin squeezed states for an ensemble of atoms ͓4 -24͔ have become important, with potential applications to atomic interferometers and precise atomic clocks. For quantum information applications ͓25͔, the close relation between atomic spin squeezing and quantum entanglement ͓26 -30͔ enhances the importance of atomic spin squeezing. Entanglement and bosonic squeezing are also related ͓31͔. Here, we investigate the relationship between these two mathematically distinct yet intuitively connected squeezing figures of merit.
Let us first review bosonic quadrature squeezing by introducing two quadrature operators X and P given by
where operators a and a † are the annihilation and creation operators of a boson, respectively. The two quadrature operators satisfy the commutation relation ͓X, P͔ϭ2i, which yields the uncertainty relation (⌬X) 2 (⌬ P) 2 у1. A state is squeezed if either (⌬X) 2 or (⌬ P) 2 is less than 1. Second, we review the atomic spin squeezing by considering an ensemble of N two-level atoms characterized by an angular-momentum vector operator Sϭ(S x ,S y ,S z ) satisfying the su͑2͒ algebra, ͓S z ,S Ϯ ͔ϭϮS Ϯ , ͓S ϩ ,S Ϫ ͔ϭ2S z , S Ϯ ϭS x ϮiS y . ͑2͒
Several definitions of spin squeezed states permeate the literature ͓4 -6,26,32͔. There are two well-accepted definitions, one is given by Kitagawa and Ueda ͓5͔ and another by Wineland et al. ͓6͔ . The spin squeezing parameter associated with the former definition is given by ͓5͔
where the subscript n Ќ refers to an axis perpendicular to the mean spin ͗S͘, for which the minimal value of the variance (⌬S) 2 is obtained, jϭN/2, and S n Ќ ϭS•n Ќ . The inequality Ͻ1 indicates that the system is spin squeezed. We will also consider the definition of spin squeezing given by Wineland et al. ͓6͔ , and show that the spin squeezing by the two definitions reduces to the bosonic squeezing in the limit of large number of atoms. Another reason for adopting the definitions is that they are both closely related to quantum entanglement of N two-level atoms ͓26 -30͔. It is well known that the Heisenberg-Weyl algebra describing the bosonic mode can be obtained by contraction from the su͑2͒ algebra describing the ensemble of atoms ͓33͔. To see this, we define bϵS Ϫ /ͱ2 j and b † ϵS ϩ /ͱ2 j. From the commutation relation ͑2͒, we have
where NϭS z ϩ j is the ''number operator,'' and its eigenvalues vary from 0 to N counting the number of excited atoms. In the limit of j→ϱ, the operators N, b, and b † satisfy the commutation relations of the Heisenberg-Weyl algebra. Note that, when we take the limit, the average number of excited atoms ͗N͘ should be much less than the total number of atoms N.
We can also use the usual Holstein-Primakoff transformation ͓34͔:
point of view. This connection motivates us to ask if these two kinds of squeezing are also related by this limit. Moreover, the link between bosonic squeezing and atomic squeezing is exemplified by the fact that the squeezed light can be obtained from spin squeezed atoms by Raman scattering of a strong laser pulse ͓15͔, implying a close relation between these two kinds of squeezing. We also study squeezing transfer between the light field and the atomic system. These analyses point to a relation between bosonic squeezing and atomic squeezing that helps us to resolve the ambiguity of defining spin squeezing.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we show that atomic spin squeezing reduces to bosonic quadrature squeezing in the large-N limit. As an example, in Sec. III, even and odd spin coherent states are considered, and spin squeezing of these states exactly reduces to the squeezing of even and odd bosonic coherent states in the above limit. In Sec. IV, we study squeezing transfer between light field and an atomic system. We conclude in Sec. V.
II. RELATION BETWEEN BOSONIC SQUEEZING AND ATOMIC SQUEEZING
In the standard analyses of bosonic quadrature squeezing, both the variances (⌬X) 2 and (⌬ P) 2 are calculated, and (⌬X) 2 Ͻ1 or (⌬ P) 2 Ͻ1 indicates bosonic squeezing. Here, for our purposes, we consider the so-called principle quadrature squeezing ͓35͔, and define an appropriate quadrature operator
with XϭX 0 and PϭX /2 being special cases. Bosonic squeezing is characterized by one parameter ͓35͔ ϭ min
which is the minimum value of (⌬X ) 2 with respect to , and Ͻ1 indicates principle squeezing. The definition of provides an atomic squeezing counterpart to bosonic squeezing.
To display this connection, we consider even ͑odd͒ states. These states refer to those being a superposition of even ͑odd͒ Fock states for the bosonic system, and those being a superposition of Dicke states ͉n͘ j ϵ͉ j,Ϫ jϩn͘ with the even ͑odd͒ excitations for the atomic system. The Dicke states ͉n͘ j satisfy ͓36͔
Specifically, even and odd bosonic coherent states have been realized experimentally for a quantized cavity field ͓37͔, vibrational motion of trapped ions ͓38͔, and an electron in a Rydberg atomic system ͓39͔. In the context of cavity QED, Gerry and Grobe ͓40͔ showed that the even and odd atomic spin coherent states can be generated by the use of a dispersive interaction between atoms and field via a state reduction technique. The basic idea of the technique is that we first entangle atoms and field, and then make an appropriate quantum measurement. After the measurement, we can obtain desire states such as even and odd states. Even and odd states are considered here because, in addition to exhibiting squeezing, such states are amenable to exact analytical calculations. Thus, these states serve as examples for demonstrating connections between bosonic and atomic squeezings.
For even ͑odd͒ states, ͗a͘ϭ0, so, from Eq. ͑8͒, we obtain
The above equation implies a sufficient condition for bosonic squeezing,
Obviously, one necessary condition for squeezing is that ͉͗a
For even ͑odd͒ atomic states, the squeezing parameter is given by ͓30͔
from which we obtain a sufficient condition for atomic squeezing ϵ2 j͗N͘Ϫ͗N 2 ͘Ϫ͉͗S Ϫ 2 ͉͘Ͻ0.
͑13͒
Using Eq. ͑6͒, in the limit of j→ϱ, we find that Eq. ͑12͒ reduces to Eq. ͑10͒ for even ͑odd͒ states. This result displays a direct connection between bosonic squeezing and atomic squeezing. From an experimental point of view, the number of atoms is typically large enough, so the observed atomic squeezing is expected to approximate the bosonic quadrature squeezing. As a remark, Eqs. ͑10͒ and ͑12͒ obtained for even and odd states are also applicable to arbitrary states, which is discussed in the Appendix A.
III. EVEN AND ODD COHERENT STATES
We now exemplify the reduction displayed above by first considering the even bosonic coherent state ͑EBCS͒ ͉␣͘ ϩ and the odd bosonic coherent state ͑OBCS͒ ͉␣͘ Ϫ ͓41͔, and then even spin coherent state ͑ESCS͒ and odd spin coherent state ͑OSCS͒ of the atomic system ͓40,23͔.
The EBCS and OBCS are defined as ͓41͔
is the usual bosonic coherent state ͑BCS͒. The BCS, EBCS, and OBCS satisfy
from which we see that Ϯ ͗␣͉a 2 ͉␣͘ Ϯ ϭ␣ 2 . From Eq. ͑10͒, in order to calculate the squeezing parameter , we need to know the mean value of a † a, which is given by
Therefore, the squeezing parameters for the EBCS and OBCS are
respectively. Then, we recover the result that the EBCS is always squeezed, whereas the OBCS is not squeezed ͓41͔ We introduce the ESCS and OSCS as
͑20͒
where ␥ϭ(1Ϫ͉͉ 2 )/(1ϩ͉͉ 2 )(0,1), and ͉͘ denotes the spin coherent state ͑SCS͒ ͓42͔,
with the parameter being complex. Due to the fact that the probability distribution ͉ j ͗n͉͉͘
Proof. First we show that the spin squeezing parameter can be simplified for the ESCS and OSCS. From the definition of the SCS, it is straightforward to check that
from which we obtain
Substituting the above equation into Eq. ͑12͒ leads to the result that the spin squeezing parameter is only determined by the expectation values ͗N͘ and ͗N 2 ͘. Another result is that ͗S Ϫ 2 ͘/ 2 у0. To obtain this result, we first notice that if the ESCS and OSCS are written as
then C nϮ у0, and
Since C nϮ у0, from the above equation, we obtain ͗S Ϫ 2 ͘/ 2 у0. Thus, from Eq. ͑23͒, we find ͗͑2 jϪN͒͑2 jϪNϪ1 ͒͘у0.
͑26͒
By using Eq. ͑26͒, the spin squeezing parameter of Eq. ͑12͒ simplifies to
where F 1 ϭ͗N͘ and F 2 ϭ͗N(NϪ1)͘ are the factorial moments which are introduced for convenience of the following discussions. So, we see that the spin squeezing parameter is expressed as a linear combination of ͗N͘ and ͗N 2 ͘, or equivalently, of F 1 and F 2 . Let us consider the ESCS. The associated factorial moments are given by ͓23͔
which obey the inequalities
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The above equation results directly from the fact that ␥ (0,1). Applying Eq. ͑29͒ to Eq. ͑27͒, we obtain Ͻ0. Therefore, the ESCS is always spin squeezed. For the OSCS, the associated factorial moments are given by ͓23͔
which obey
͑31͒
Applying Eq. ͑31͒ to Eq. ͑27͒ leads to Ͼ0 indicating that the OSCS is never spin squeezed. Now we display the reduction of the atomic spin squeezing to bosonic squeezing for ESCS and OSCS. From Eqs. ͑12͒ and ͑13͒, we read that ϭ1ϩ j . ͑32͒
For ESCS and OSCS, the quantity is given by Eq. ͑27͒. Now we take the limit j→ϱ, ͉͉→0, keeping 2 j͉͉ 2 ϭ͉␣͉ 2 fixed. In this limit, from Eq. ͑28͒, we see that F 1 →͉␣͉ 2 tanh(͉␣͉ 2 ), F 2 →͉␣͉ 4 . Therefore, we obtain j →2͉␣͉ 2 ͓tanh͉͑␣͉ 2 ͒Ϫ1͔, ͑33͒
and reduces to ϩ , Eq. ͑19͒ in this limit. Similarly, we can show that the squeezing parameter reduces to Ϫ for OSCS. Recognizing the close relation between bosonic squeezing and atomic squeezing, we next study the squeezing transfer between light and an atomic system.
IV. SQUEEZING TRANSFER
Atomic squeezed states can be generated by interacting with squeezed light ͓7,43͔. Conversely, squeezed light states can be generated from squeezed atoms ͓44͔. Here, we study the squeezing transfer from light to atomic system via the single-mode Dicke Hamiltonian under the rotating wave approximation (បϭ1) ͓36,45͔:
where 0 is the atomic splitting, is the field frequency, and is the atom-field coupling. For the resonant case ( ϭ 0 ), the Dicke Hamiltonian in the interaction picture is written as
In the following, we work in the interaction picture. There is a conserved parity ⌸ associated with the Dicke Hamiltonian, which is given by ⌸ϭ͑Ϫ1 ͒ Nϩa † a , ͓⌸,H͔ϭ͓⌸,H I ͔ϭ0. ͑36͒
We choose the initial state of the whole system as
i.e., the light is in the EBCS ͑14͒ and each atom is prepared in the ground state. Here, in order to see better squeezing transfer, we choose ␣ 0 ϭ0.7995 which corresponds to maximal squeezing (ϭ0.4431) of the EBCS with respect to ␣.
The state vector at time t under Hamiltonian evolution is formally written as ͉͑t ͒͘ϭe
It is easy to see that the state at arbitrary time t has a definite parity 1, i.e., ⌸͉(t)͘ϭ͉(t)͘. This result leads to the expectation values of S Ϯ , a, and a † being zero since the parity will change after the action of these operators on the state. Thus, for state ͉(t)͘, we may apply Eqs. ͑10͒ and ͑12͒ to examine squeezing.
Before numerical calculations of squeezing, we consider two special cases: Nϭ1 and the limit N→ϱ. For Nϭ1, the single two-level atom cannot be spin squeezed since ϭ1 for arbitrary atomic state. In the limit of N→ϱ, from Eq. ͑6͒, the Hamiltonian H I reduces to the effective Hamiltonian
where b and b † describe the effective bosonic mode. The above Hamiltonian describes the interaction of two bosonic modes, and can be used to construct a SWAP gate for two modes as follows ͓46͔
Thus, the unitary operator exp(ϪiH eff t) at scaled time ϭ 0 ϭ/2 (ϭt) is the SWAP gate up to the local operator exp͓i/2(a † aϩb † b)͔. We see that in the limit of N→ϱ, at time ϭ 0 , the state in one system swaps with that of another system. Therefore, squeezing is of course perfectly transferred. Now we numerically examine the intermediate case, i.e., 1ϽNϽϱ. Figure 1 plots the two squeezing parameters and for state ͉(t)͘. We observe that beside the case of Nϭ1 ͑this case is plotted for comparison͒, the atomic state is spin squeezed over most of the time, and is maximally squeezed near the point ϭ 0 . We see a dip of bosonic squeezing around ϭ 0 , and it disappears with the increase of number of atoms. The dip is due to a complicated entanglement between light and atomic systems. As time goes on, for the case of Nϭ60, the decrease ͑increase͒ of light squeezing goes with the increase ͑decrease͒ of atomic squeezing for most of the time, i.e, the transfer of squeezing from light to atoms is nearly perfect.
To more clearly display the squeezing effect and the squeezing transfer, we plot the Q function for the field in Fig.  2 and the Husimi Q function for the atoms in Fig. 3 . The two functions are given by
From Fig. 2 , we see clearly the initial light squeezing due to quantum interference between two components ͉Ϯ␣͘ in the EBCS. As times goes on, within the considered time range, light squeezing decreases. Contrary to the behavior of the Q function for field, from the dynamics of the Husimi function in Fig. 3 , the atoms become more squeezed as time goes on.
The Q function at time ϭ0 and the Husimi function at ϭ/2 are very similar, indicating near perfect transference of squeezing.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have examined the bosonic quadrature squeezing and atomic spin squeezing defined by Kitagawa and Ueda ͓5͔, and found that atomic squeezing reduces to bosonic squeezing for even and odd states. We have proved that the ESCS always exhibits spin squeezing, whereas the OSCS does not, which is similar to the case of bosonic squeezing that EBCS always exhibits quadrature squeezing, while the OBCS does not. For arbitrary atomic states, Eq. ͑12͒ is applicable since we can always rotate the mean spin along the z direction. Then, formally the reduction of atomic squeezing to bosonic squeezing in the large-N limit can be obtained for arbitrary states. However, the rotation changes mean excitation number ͗N͘. Thus, only when ͗N͘ is low enough after the rotation we can take the limit and obtain the reduction.
Obviously, the reduction depends on the choice of criteria for squeezing. Now, we examine another spin squeezing criterion given in Refs. ͓6,26͔, and see if it can reduces to the bosonic quadrature squeezing. The corresponding squeezing parameter for even and odd states can be written as ͓6͔
We see that these two squeezing parameters and Ј differ only by a multiplicative factor. In the limit of j→ϱ, from Eq. ͑6͒, the squeezing parameter reduces to , Eq. ͑10͒, for bosonic squeezing and the multiplicative factor reduces to 1. Then, from Eq. ͑42͒, the squeezing parameter Ј also reduces to the bosonic squeezing parameter. Thus, according to the two typical spin squeezing definitions, the spin squeezing reduces to the bosonic squeezing in the limit of j→ϱ. We have further studied squeezing transfer from light field to atomic system via the resonant Dicke Hamiltonian, and observe a nearly perfect transfer of squeezing at a certain interaction time for large number of atoms. In the context of experiments on spin squeezing of atomic ensembles, in general, there is large number of atoms. Therefore, we expect experimental observations of perfect squeezing transfer and light quadrature squeezing behaviors of atomic spin squeezing when the number of atoms is large and the number of excited atoms is much less than the number of total atoms. The spin squeezing is invariant under the rotation R(,) ͓32͔, which we show briefly here. Note the fact that the mean spin ͗S͘ for the two states ͉⌽͘ and ͉⌽͘ R differ by an orthogonal matrix R:
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Thus, the mean spin directions n and n Ќ for state ͉⌽͘ will become Rn and Rn Ќ for the rotated state ͉⌽͘ R . The abso- lute value of the mean spin is unchanged. From Eq. ͑3͒, we may rewrite the squeezing parameter as
Then, it becomes obvious that the squeezing parameters are the same for the two states ͉⌽͘ and ͉⌽͘ R . As the spin squeezing is invariant under the rotation R(,), we can always rotate the mean spin along the z direction by applying R(Ϫ , ) to state ͉⌽͘, and Eq. ͑12͒ becomes applicable for arbitrary spin states, where and can be determined from the mean spin of the state ͉⌽͘ by ϭarccos(͗S z ͘/͉͗S͉͘) and ϭarctan(͗S x ͘/͗S y ͘).
